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An analytical model is presented to describe time-of-flight (TOF) peak shapes of ionized metastable species
emitted from solid surfaces under particle or photon bombardment. The model complements and consolidates
the formalism for determination of metastable ion mean lives, release energies (Q-values), and fragmentation
patterns by using linear-type TOF spectrometer data. Effects of fragmentation in the field free region of the
TOF spectrometer are discussed. The analysis of phenylalanine TOF spectrum is performed to illustrate the
determination of Q and mean life values.

I. Introduction

Time-of-flight (TOF) technique has been used extensively
for a long time in Nuclear Physics (e.g., nuclide identification
and neutron spectrometry) and mass spectrometry (gas phase
samples in particular). In the last 2 decades, the time-of-flight
spectrometers conquered new scientific and technologic space,
due to the development of solid phase mass spectrometry,
especially PDMS1,2 (plasma desorption mass spectrometry) and
MALDI 3,4 (matrix assisted laser desorption ionization). Modern
instruments, using electrostatic mirrors,5 particle ion guides,6

and delayed extraction electric fields,7 achieve mass resolving
power up tom/∆m ∼ 20000 and a mass range from hydrogen
up to molecules as massive as 106 u. Combined with a position
sensitive ion detector (XY-TOF), this technique can also be
employed for electric field mapping8 and for MS of large gas
cells.9

Besides TOF applications on mass determination and mo-
lecular structure analysis of inorganic, organic, and biological
material, a number of surface science phenomena have been
studied by using TOF technique, such as secondary electron
emission, energy distribution and angular distribution of des-
orbed ions, spontaneous desorption, ion cluster formation, ion
or photon beam interaction with solids, and ion beam material
modification. While the TOF analysis of stable ion became
routine, the more elaborated metastable ion analysis is much
less employed. The basic understanding of the unimolecular
decay phenomenon, as well as the development of some
associated experimental techniques, was the subject of many
researchers in the eighties (e.g., refs 10-16). The main
characteristics of metastable ion peaks in mass spectra have been
reviewed, for conventional magnetic sector mass analyzers, by
Cooks et al.17 and, for time-of-flight ones in the 1990s, by
Schlag18 and by Cotter.19 Enlightening articles about cluster
dynamics and energy release from metastable decompositions,
studied with electrostatic mirror spectrometers, were written by
Wei et al.20 and Barofsky et al.21 respectively. An alternative
method for molecular structure analysis, based on metastable
decay, was proposed by Spengler et al.22,23 under the acronym
PSD (post-source decay). In contrast, techniques such as the
delayed extraction have been employed to attenuate the undesir-
able effect of ion metastability that produces tail in mass

spectrum peaks (decreasing mass resolving power) and increases
background (decreasing mass sensitivity).

The main goal of the present work is to contribute to the
theoretical description of desorbed ion unimolecular decay,
taking advantage of the time-of-flight technique to determine
mean lives of metastable precursors, system kinetic energy
increase after fragmentation, and dissociation patterns. In section
II and in the Appendix, the basic principles of a unimolecular
dissociation model are reviewed and new equations are pre-
sented. Only linear-type TOF spectrometer expressions are
considered. In section III, the PDMS technique is briefly
discussed and PDMS-TOF spectra of phenylalanine are pre-
sented. Assuming metastable decay in the field free region, the
model predictions are compared with data in section IV.
Remember that the yields of metastable ions (including the
fragmentation in the acceleration region) emitted in SIMS,
PDMS, or MALDI analyses may be comparable or even higher
than the stable ones, a fact that must be taken into account by
cluster emission models.

II. Time-of-Flight Peak Shape Model

At the time t ) 0, an energetic projectile or a photon pulse
ionizes the target, producing secondary ions which are acceler-
ated toward a zero electric field region. Plume effects may
induce either prompt fragmentation or excite molecules to
metastable states. The secondary ions or their fragments are
detected afterward at distinct time intervalsT generating a TOF
spectrum. TOF formulas for secondary ions that do not fragment
in-flight are well-known (see ref 19, for instance). Whenever
an emitted molecule dissociates spontaneously during its free-
flight, conservation of the system total energy, total linear
momentum, and total charge imposes drastic restrictions on the
fragment dynamics.

The frequent and important situation in which the ionized
precursor undergoes binary fragmentation, i.e., a unimolecular
dissociation leading to formation of a neutral and an ion
fragment pair: m+ f m0 + m1

+, is mainly treated here.
Equations for the two fragment times of flight (T0 andT+) in
linear spectrometers are derived in the Appendix. Definition of
parameters is given in Figure 1: theT+ maximum value (or
theT0 minimum one) isTm, the nonfragmented precursor TOF;
the T+ minimum value isTm1, the TOF of the fragment ion
promptly produced in the sample.* Corresponding author. E-mail: enio@vdg.fis.puc-rio.br.
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Besides instrumental parameters and the mass of the two
fragments, the contribution of metastable ion fragmentation to
their time-of-flight spectrum shape depends on

(a) axial component of the initial velocity of the precursor
ion (V′z0),

(b) precursor ion mean lifeτ,
(c) kinetic energy increase after fragmentationQ,
(d) fragmentation branching ratio.
The dependence on the initial velocity has been analyzed for

stable ions by many authors (e.g., refs 20-26). Particularly,
Pereira et al.25 have examined how the nuclear and the electronic
stopping powers affect the TOF peak shape of desorbed atomic
ions.

In the following fragmentation model for metastable spectrum
shape analysis, it is assumed: (i) no collisions in-flight, (ii)
random and isotropic molecular dissociation, and (iii) the
fragmentation probability per time unit is constant. This implies
no effect of the acceleration field on the fragmentation process,
which could favor emission in the field direction for polar
molecules. Therefore ifN0 is the precursor emission yield of a
given species, i.e., the average number of metastable ions
emitted at the timet ) 0, the number of survivals per ionization
event decreases in time as

and the dissociation rate at a given fragmentation timetf is

The time-of-flight spectrum shape is given by the variation
of detection rate as a function of the timeT, elapsed between
sample ionization and fragment detection. ConsideringQ ) 0,
the ion (or neutral) fragments produced by dissociations
occurring betweentf andtf + dtf reach the detector in the time
interval betweenT and T + dT. Moreover, if the detection
efficiency ε is taken into account, the number of detected ion
(or neutral) fragments per impact is given by

Consequently, the fragmentation TOF spectrum shape is de-
scribed by the function:

To calculate dtf/dT, the functionsT(tf) for the neutral and the
ion fragments are needed. These expressions are deduced in
the Appendix. Remember that forQ ) 0 process occurring in
the field-free region (t1 < tf < Tm), the fragments have the
precursor ion velocity and, consequently, the same TOF (eq
A1). The fact that, for fragmentation in this region,T does not
vary while tf increases implies that dtf/dT diverges in eq 4,
generating a sharp peak at timeTm in the TOF spectrum.

If Q > 0, the peak atTm spreads out, due to the existence of
different axial velocities for each fragment (m0∆V0 ) m1∆V1,
eq A3). As illustrated in Figure 2, this spread is maximum iftf
= t1 and vanishes iftf f Tm. The neutral and ion fragment
TOF peaks have then the shape given by eq A9.

For metastable decays in whichQ , qU andτ > Tm:

This expression suggests thatn(T) × ln |∆T| plot is a convenient
method to extract theQ-value from experimental data. An
experimental difficulty exists whenm1 , m0, in which case
the ion fragment has relatively low kinetic energy and its
detection efficiency may be close to zero. One possible issue is
to analyze fragmentation (of the same species) occurring in the
acceleration region, which allows the ion fragment to increase
its energy.

III. Experimental Section

Secondary ions were produced by the252Cf fission fragments
impacting on target surface. In each event, the complementary
fission fragment gives the start signal for TOF measurement.
Figure 3 presents a sketch of the PDMS spectrometer employed.
Details of the252Cf-PDMS technique are described by Mac-
farlane.1,2,19 Time-of-flight spectra of Phenylalanine (Phe)
positive ions were obtained with a spectrometer having respec-
tively d1 ) 0.70 cm andL ) 134.45 cm lengths of acceleration
and field-free regions. The targets were prepared by sample
evaporation in a vacuum onto thin Al foils. Acceleration
potentials wereU ) 3.5 and 15 kV, to change precursor ion
velocities of about a factor 2 and, consequently, to change the
ratioτ/t1 by the same factor. Two grids (not shown in the figure),
close and parallel to the secondary particle detector, could be
biased (zero potential at the first grid andUG at the second one)
to create a deceleration region for ions. According to the
retarding potentialUG, ion fragment detection can be partially

Figure 1. Dependence of the ion precursor (solid line), ion fragment
(dash line), and neutral fragment (point dash line) axial coordinates on
their time-of-flight.Tm is the precursor TOF if no fragmentation occurs
till its arrival at the detector.Tm1 is ion fragment TOF if prompt
fragmentation occurs (the precursor is leaving the sample). In the upper
part, a typical TOF spectrum is shown; the broad bump is produced
by neutral fragments.

Figure 2. (a) (left) The earlier the fragmentation occurs (tf , Tm), the
larger is the detector area attainted by the fragments (upper) and broader
is the TOF spread (lower). (b) (right) The shortest TOF for a giventf
is Tmin = Tm - (Tm - tf)∆V/V. The longest one isTmax = Tm + (Tm -
tf)∆V/V. The time spread 2∆T ) Tmax - Tmin is large fortf , Tm and
small for tf ∼ Tm. This mathematical model may be also employed to
describe the arrival at a wall of a sound wave produced by a moving
source.
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(UG < U) or totally (UG > U) eliminated. This ion filter setup
is convenient for simplifying the peak analysis of the neutral
fragments formed in the field-free region.

IV. Results and Discussion

Depending whether the precursor half-life (τ ln 2) is smaller
or greater thant1, most of the fragmentation events occur in
the acceleration region or in the field-free region. If fragmenta-
tion occurs in acceleration region, neutral fragments have
average velocities lower than those of the ion fragments which
have their acceleration increased after dissociation, as shown
in the Figure 4. This fact reduces enormously (or completely)
the spectrum background at lower mass region due to neutrals:
an “ion tail” appears at the right side of each ion fragment peak,
decreasing up to the precursor peak (Figures 1 and 2); the
“neutral tail” appears at right side of each precursor peak. If
fragmentation occurs in the field-free region, neutral and ion
fragments have the same average velocity and quasi-symmetrical
tails appear at both sides of each precursor ion peak. Some
model predictions for fragmentation in the field-free region are
discussed below.

Figure 5 shows the amino acid phenylalanine mass spectra
obtained atU ) 15 kV for retarding field “on” (upper) and
“off” (lower). In the first one, three phenylalanine characteristic
peaks correspond to neutrals fragments produced by unimo-

lecular fragmentation in the drift region of precursor ions of
masses 166, 331, and 120 u, respectively, due to the species
[Phe+ H]+, [2Phe+ H]+ (protonated dimmer), and C8H10N+

(the fragment ion produced by the [Phe+ H]+ f C8H10N+ +
HCOOH0 decay). The second spectrum (Figure 5b) has more
complex peaks, because all the desorbed ion species are
included, and illustrates the convenience of using only the
neutral spectrum for peak shape analysis: remember that the
dissociation in the field-free region implies that all fragments
of a given precursor have their TOF centered at the correspond-
ing Tm. Note also that the spectrometer TOF resolution is
revealed by the stable ion peaks, so the broad peaks indicate
metastable species.

Figure 6 presents part of the neutral fragment TOF spectrum
for two acceleration potentials:U ) 3.5 kV (upper) and forU
) 15 kV (lower). Note in particular that in the 3.5 kV spectrum
the 166 u mass peak is strongly attenuated with respect to 188
u mass peak, both ion species being detected with same
efficiency for a given acceleration potential. As the 166 u mass
peak disappears in theU ) 3.5 kV spectrum, an upper limit of
Tm ≈ 20 µs for its mean life may be estimated. Assuming the
166+ f 120+ + 46° fragmentation,Q ) 1.5 eV, andτ ) 10
µs can be determined, by using eq 10 applied for theU ) 15
kV spectrum data.

Figure 3. Sketch of the PDMS spectrometer, in transmission mode.
The252Cf fission fragment traverses a thin target (biased atU), inducing
ion desorption. The ion (massm, chargeq) is accelerated by an electric
field U/d1 toward the free field region of lengthL. The TOF is given
by the time interval between the start and stop signals and is
proportional toxm/q.

Figure 4. Predicted TOF spectrum shape for a metastable fragmenta-
tion 130+ f 100+ + 30°, t1 ) 150 ns, andτ ) 50 ns. The spectrometer
parameters used in the simulation ared1 ) 1.0 cm,L ) 100 cm, and
U ) 12 kV. At T ) Tmax, data acquisition is supposed to stop.Tm and
Tm1 are the precursor peak and the prompt ion fragment peak times of
flight, respectively.

Figure 5. Phenylalanine PDMS spectra, obtained with 15 kV of
acceleration potential: (4a) the retarding field is “on” with UG ) 17.6
kV: only neutrals are detected; (4b) ion and neutrals are detected, since
this field is “off”.

Figure 6. Phenylalanine PDMS TOF-spectra of neutrals, obtained for
two different acceleration and retarding potentials: (a)U ) 3.5 kV
andUG ) 4.1 kV; (b) U ) 15 kV andUG ) 17.6 kV. The 166+ ions
are slower in the 3.5 kV case and have decayed almost completely in
the acceleration region.
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Figure 7 presents the comparison of measured and calculated
TOF neutral fragment peak shapes: solid and dot lines cor-
respond respectively to predictions given by “exact” numerical
calculation (eq A9) and by logarithm approximation (eq A10).
The theoretical results are overestimated in the central region
of the peak for two reasons: (i) TOF instrumental resolution
was neglected in the calculation, (ii) the distance between the
ion filter and the detector was considered zero. Among the
possible decay pathways,m1 ) 120 u was preferred because it
was reported27 that the dissociation 166+ f 120+ + 46° is much
more likely than the 166+ f 149+ + 17° one.

V. Conclusion

An analytical model for binary fragmentation is presented
and applied for metastable ions emitted from bombarded solid
surfaces and dissociating in a field-free region. The model is
designed for linear TOF spectrometers, but it may be extended
to Reflectrons or other TOF instruments. An expressive feature
of the model is its ability to provide a direct connection between
TOF peak shapes with the dynamics of the flying ions. As a
consequence, it is possible to parametrize time peaks in terms
of ion masses, absolute desorption yields, emission (initial)
velocities, mean lives,Q-values, and branching ratios, which
are relevant data for microscopic models concerning molecular
fragmentation and solid relaxation. As an illustrative example,
model predictions are compared with experimental time-of-flight
measurements of phenylalanine samples, providing good agree-
ments and determination ofQ andτ.
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Appendix

Time-of-Flight for the Ion and Neutral Fragments. A linear
time-of-flight spectrometer is formed by an acceleration region
and by a field free region with lengthsd1 andL, respectively
(see Figure 3).U is the acceleration potential. Many authors
have shown (see Cotter’s review,19 for instance) that the time-
of-flight of a stable ion, emitted with initial energyqUz = 0, is
the sumt1 + tL of the TOFs in each region:

Tm is given in nanoseconds;L andd1 are given in meters. The
massm is expressed in atomic mass units (1 u) 1.66054402
× 10-27 kg).

If Q ) 0 fragmentation m+ f m0 + m1
+ occurs attf g t1,

i.e., in the field-free region, both ion and neutral fragments will
be detected at the same time. Their TOF is equal to the precursor
one if no fragmentation occurs:T0 ) T+ ) Tm ≈ t1(1 + L/2d1).

Evaluation of Q from the Time-of-Flight Spread. When-
ever the dissociation m+ f m0 + m1

+ takes place, the total
kinetic energy increases by the amount:

As the total linear momentum must remain constant, the
increase of the neutral and ion fragment velocities can be
determined:

If θ is the neutral fragment angle of emission, with respect
to the precursor velocity, the axial velocities of both fragments
are

For dissociation at the timetf in the field-free region, i.e.,
t1 e tf e Tm, the times of flight for the two fragmentsT0 and
T+ are given by

whereT ) T0 andT ) T+ correspond to cosθ and cos(θ + π)
emission, respectively. As usuallyQ , qU, one has∆V , V.
Then,

For a giventf, the largest TOF spread∆T ) |T - Tm| will occur
for the time interval corresponding to emissions atθ ) 0 or at
θ ) π. Considering bothtL . t1 (i.e., the usual spectrometer
geometry L . d1; V = L/Tm) and tf = 0 (the highest
fragmentation rate), the maximum∆T value,∆Tmax, is obtained.
So that,∆V ) L∆Tmax/Tm

2. The total spread at the peak is
2∆Tmax. Making use of eq A3,Q may be then evaluated. For
neutrals,

which shows, for a given spectrometer, that the productU∆Tmax

should be constant for each desorbed metastable species. As
TmxU is constant (eq A1), one has that∆Tmax/Tm ∝ 1/xU

Figure 7. TOF-spectrum of the neutral fragment of mass 166 u quasi
molecular ion [M+ H]+. Its cuspid-shape peak (Eiffel Tower-like) is
characteristic of metastable species. The thick solid line corresponds
to experimental data (same phenylalanine spectrum of Figure 5b). The
thin solid and the dash line are the model predictions for the 166+ f
120+ + 46° fragmentation. The valuesQ ) 1.5 eV andτ ) 10 µs are
obtained using eqs A10 and A9, respectively.

Tm ) t1 + tL ) 2276.4x m(u)

q(e)U(kV)

[ 2d1

xUz/U + x1 + Uz/U
+ L

x1 + Uz/U] = t1(1 + L
2d1) (A1)

Q ) ∆Ek ) (12m0V0
2 + 1

2
m1V1

2) - (12mV2) (A2)

∆V0 ) x2m1

mm0
Q ∆V1 ) x2m0

mm1
Q (A3)

V0z ) V + ∆V0 cosθ V1z ) V + ∆V1 cos(π + θ) (A4)

T ) tf +
L - V(tf - t1)

V + ∆V cosθ
)

Tm + tf
∆V
V

cosθ

1 + ∆V
V
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(A5)

∆T ≡ Tm - T ) ∆V
V

(Tm - tf)cosθ (A6)

Q =
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qU(∆Tmax

0
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) 2
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2

m1mL2
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which means that the metastable TOF spread is relatively more
accentuated at low acceleration potentials.

TOF Peak Shape Dependence onQ. If a large number of
molecular fragmentations occurs isotropically in the field-free
region, the neutral and ion fragments produced betweentf and
tf + dtf should be randomly dispersed in two concentric spherical
shell layers of radiiR0 andR1. The sphere center moves toward
the detector with the precursor velocityV, while each radiusR
increases with the corresponding velocity∆V , V given by eq
A3. The layer thickness is∆V dtf.

In these∆V dtf thick layers, the number of fragments in a
solid angle dΩ is constant and equal to d(dN/dtf) ) (dΩ/4π)
nf(tf). During the time interval betweenT andT + dT, all the
fragments inside the shell and laying in a ring defined by the
solid angle dΩ ) 2π sin θ dθ are detected at the rate

whereθ is the emission angle in the precursor frame and the
dependence of sinθ dθ ) -d(cosθ) on T is given by eq A5.
This result is sketched in Figure 2 for two different values of
the fragmentation timetf. For tf close to zero (or tot1), the
fragmentation rate is high (see eq 2) but the fragment arrival
time is very spread (2∆T = 2Tm∆V/V, eq A6). Inversely, fortf
= Tm, the fragmentation rate is lower but impact rate is the
highest since∆T f 0. Finally, using eq 2, the spectrum shape
is obtained by integrating this function over atf range which
allows detection at timeT; that is, fromt1 to tfmax ) T - |T -
Tm|V/∆V:

wheretfmax(T) is the latest fragmentation time compatible with
detection att ) T (see Figure 4b). A discussion on peak shapes,
based on this expression, can be found in ref 28.

The following comments are relevant at this point:
(i) For the spectrometers having retarding potential device,

tfmax must be limited to the valuet1 + tR, wheretR is the TOF
in the new field free region.

(ii) A slightly asymmetric peak shape is predicted, its
maximum being atTm. If τ , t1, fragmentation occur essentially
close to the sample, no precursor peak shows up and the ion
fragment peak has a tail to the left (toward shorter times),
similarly to emissions with nonzero initial energiesUz. If τ g
Tm, the exponential factor in eq A9 may be approximated by
its mean value over the time intervalTm and analytical
integration can be carried out. To avoid lengthy expressions,
only the case of interest∆V , V is considered below. Then,

(iii) The function ln(∆Tmax/∆T) decreases from infinity to zero
when∆T varies from zero to∆Tmax, the logarithmic divergence
at T ) Tm disappearing for experimental data. IfδT is the time
resolution of equipment, one should replace the functionn(T)
by its average over eachδT interval. At T ) Tm:

(iv) A peak deformation close to its maximum may appear
due the finiteness of the detector radiusF: the fragments emitted
perpendicularly to the precursor velocity may not be detected.
The condition for detection is∆V sin θ(Tm - tf) e F, which
becomes more restrictive for smalltf (i.e., the largestTm - tf),
precisely when the fragmentation rate is the highest.
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